Pretty common approaches: 
	Privacy and Security, Privacy and Freedom of Speech, …

Missing: Privacy and Development
	IGF main theme is “development”

A good chance to start a dialogue

Angles: 
Legal / public policy: 
spread of data protection legislation around the world, 
but often following the EU model 
	recently, APEC guidelines as the first attempt where a majority of developing countries was involved
	but not exactly compatible with EU law
	 global internet creates need for global standards

have to be developed inclusively
	economic / business:
corporate codes of conduct
	applied globally within a corporation
so: MSFT privacy guidelines are valid in developing countries, too.
What is the impact on local businesses?
	technical: 
same: privacy and identity standards are developed that will have global use 
But do they actually help development? 
Is there something like development-enhancing technology (like privacy-enhancing technology)?

Anriette Esterhuysen
the challenge of linking privacy and development
	privacy from the perspective of the poor
	not only business and consumer rights
	power imbalances: human rights protection even more important
	developing countries’ systems: privacy friendly?
	Banking systems: illegal migrants protected?
Complex laws implemented from developed countries are in fact meaningless

Discussion
RB: Minimum privacy protections for poor people? Maximum privacy for the rich?
	“Premium cars, premium services, premium privacy”
	Anriette: poor people use thechnology in a different way! Don’t have their own computer!
	Link to development: money
Is there something like development-enhancing technology (like privacy-enhancing technology)? Less data stored  cheaper!

Developing countries and regions will be affected by privacy regulation, as more and more of them are currently introducing their own legislation. Here, external constraints such as the EU data protection regime or trade agreements, as well as the lack of capacity among developing countries’ lawmakers may have an impact that should be addressed. Also, people in developing countries tend to use technology in a different way (e.g. connecting in cybercafés much more than through their own computers), therefore their needs for privacy protection are different. Global technical as well as legal standards have to better include the perspectives of developing countries.


